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Abstract: Congruential pseudorandom number sequences generated by inversions have been studied recently. These 
sequences do not show the undesirable lattice structure of the linear congruential method. The necessary and sufficient 
condition for the generated sequence to have the maximal period length was given by Eichenauer et al. (1988) for the 
case of 2’ modulus. Generalization of this result to the case of an arbitrary prime power modulus is obtained. 
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1. Introduction and notation 
The most common method of generating pseudorandom numbers to be used for simulations is 
the well-known linear congruential method. As alternatives to these generators several nonlinear 
congruential generators have been studied (cf. [l-5], [6, p.341 and [7]). In particular, the so-called 
inversive generator with prime modulus p 2 5 is introduced in [2] and has the form 
X n+l 
E 
i 
ax;‘+b (mod p) forx,>l, 
b for x, = 0, 
(1) 
X “+l E Z, = (0, l,..., p - l}, n 2 0, where xi1 denotes the inverse of x, in Z,. 
The following result on the period length of the inversive generator (1) is given in [2]. 
Theorem 1. L-et x0 = 0 and h = min{ k >, 11 xk = x0} denote the period length of the inversive 
generator (1). Then 
(a) h =p - 1 if 4a + b2 = 0 (mod p), 
(b) h + 1 divides p - 1 if 4a + b2 f 0 (mod p) is a quadratic residue module p, 
(c) h + 1 divides p + 1 if 4a + b2 + 0 (mod p) is not a quadratic residue module p. 
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An inversive generator with modulus 2’, e 2 3, is studied in [4,5,7]. This generator is defined 
. as 
X n-l-1 
E (2X,’ + b (mod 2’), (2) 
X n+,EBZP={O,l )...) 2’-l}, n > 0, assuming x,, = a = 1 (mod 2) and b = 0 (mod 2) so that 
x, = 1 (mod 2), n >, 0, where xi’ is the inverse of x, in B,,. The result on the period length in 
this case turns out to be surprisingly simple (cf. [4]). 
Theorem 2. The inversive generator (2) has maximal period length 2’-’ if and only if a = 1 
(mod 4) and b = 2 (mod 4). 
The present paper generalizes Theorem 2 to the case of an arbitrary prime power modulus. Let 
p be a prime number and a, b, e be integers with a f 0 (mod p) and e > 2. Let (~,),>a be a 
sequence of integers with x, + 0 (mod p), n 2 0, satisfying the recursion 
X n+l 
E aXi* +b (mod p’), n>,O. 
ForfE {l,...,e} let 
h,=min{kgl] xk=xO (mod p’)} 
denote its period length modulo p*, and for integers z f 0 (mod p) let 
V(Z) = min{ n >, 11 z” = 1 (mod p)} 
denote the order of z modulo p. 
(3) 
2. Preliminary technical results 
Some technical lemmas are in order before stating the main theorem. For positive integers k 
Put 
k-l 
PkCXi) = ,FIoxi+jy 
Z,={O,l,..., k-l} andZ,*={1,2 ,..., k-l}. 
Lemma 3. There exist integers (Yk, Pk E Z,. with 
Pk(Xi) E akxi + Pk (mod P’) 
for k > 1 and i >, 0. 
(4 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on k. For k = 1 Eq. (4) is satisfied with (it = 1 and 
/?, = 0. Now assume that (4) holds for some k > 1. Then 
Pk+t(X;) E Pk(Xj+l)Xi E takxi+l + bk)xi 
=(ak(ax;l+b)+~k)xi-(~kb+~k)xi+~ka (modp’). 
Hence (4) is satisfied for k + 1 with (~~+r = a,b + pk (mod p’) and Pk+t = c+a (mod p’). 0 
Corollary 4. Assume that h, 2 2 for some fixed integer f E Z:. Then aA, = 0 (mod p). 
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Proof. If A,> 2, then x1 f x,, (mod pf). Hence pA,(x,) = pA,(x,) (mod p’) and (4) imply that 
aX,(x, - x0) = 0 (mod pf) 
and therefore (Y~, = 0 (mod p). •I 
Lemma 5. Assume that A, > 2 for some fixed integer f E Z ,*. Then 
A,- 1 
]QO (-ax;‘) = 1+ nyp (mod p”) 
for n > 1 and some integer y E Z, with y = 0 if p = 2. 
Proof. Note that 
a(--ax~J’,)-‘+b~ -~~+~+b- -(ax,‘+b)+b- -ax,’ (mod p’) 
for n 2 0. Since aA, = 0 (mod p) by Corollary 4 and x,,+ = x0 (mod p) for n >, 1, one obtains by 
Lemma 3 
PA- 1 n-l h-1 
J-J0 (-ax;‘) = II II ( -axi$+j 
i 
k=O j=O 
iii 
A,- 1 
II xk~,+~ -’ 
j=o I 
n-l 
= kvoPA,( -ax&l)A,-l)( PX,(xkA,))-l 
n-l 
= n h,( b - xck+l)A,)( h,(xkA,))-l 
k=O 
n-l 
= n (UA,(b-X~k+l)X,) +&,)(aA,xkA,+&,)-l 
k=O 
s 
((ah,(b-x,)+P,,)(ah,xo+Ph,)-l)n 
z 
((“A,@ - x0> + A,)( -%,P,;‘Xo + PL$ 
= 1 - cY$q2x, - b))’ ( 
= 1 - ncuA,~~,1(2xo - b) (mod p’). 
Since b = 0 (mod 2) if p = 2, the proof is complete. 0 
Lemma 6. Let f E (2 ,..., e} befixed. Then 
/ 
A,-, f or XA,_ , =x0 (mod p’), 
v( -ax,2)hf_l for (I) xA,_, f x0 (mod p’) and 
A,=< 
(II) A,_, = 1 and a f -xi (mod p), 
PA,-1 for (I) xA,_, Z x0 (mod p’) and 
(II) (a) A,_, > 2 or 
\ 
(b) A,_, = 1 and a= -xi (mod p). 
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Proof. The definition of the period length implies that x,,~ _, = x,, (mod pf-‘) and x,~,_, +k + x0 
(mod pf-‘) for n > 0 and k > 0 with k f 0 (mod A,_,). Therefore A, = pLXf_i for some positive 
integer I_L. If xx,_, = x0 (mod pf), then A, = A,_, follows at once. Now assume that xx _ f x0 
(mod pf). Then xx,_, =x0 + apf-l (mod pf) for some integer CY with (Y f 0 (mod p).‘In the 
sequel it is proved by induction that 
xA,_,+. Exn+ (~(-~~~~))~p~-’ (mod pf), nao. 
The case n = 0 follows immediately. Now assume that (5) holds for some n > 0. Since 
a short calculation shows that 
xa,_,+n+1 = a-q’,+, +bEajx;l- (jj(-~x;2))x;%pf-l) +b 
=x,,+~ + ($-ax;‘))~~p~-’ (mod pf), 
i.e., (5) is satisfied for n + 1. Hence 
xPq, = X(p- 1)X,_* + [~p-~‘-‘(-lzx;2)] ‘ypf-1 
_= 
i 
X (p-l)h,_, + "P'_l (mod Pf) for A,_, 2 2, 
x(P-l)+l + ( -ax,2)P-1apf-’ (mod pf) for A,_, = 1, 
by Lemma 5. Therefore it follows by induction that 
i 
x0 + papfdl (mod pf) for (a) A,_, > 2 or 
i 
(b) A,_, = 1 and a = -xi (mod p), 
XP+ 1 
G 
x0 + ((-ax;‘)“- I)( -axi - I)-‘npf-’ (mod pf) 
for h f_l=l and af -xi (mod p). 
Hence 
P for (a) A,_, > 2 or 
I-L= (b) A,_, = 1 and a = -xi (mod p), 
V( -axi’) for A,_, = 1 and a + -xi (mod p), 
which completes the proof. •I 
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Lemma7.LetfE{3 ,..., e-l} befixed. If 
(1) x+ 1 f x0 (mod pf) and 
(II) (a) A,_, 2 2 or 
(b) A,-, = 1, a = -xi (mod p) and a = -xi (mod 4) for p = 2, 
then x+f x,, (mod pf+‘). 
Proof. Condition (I) implies 
+,- 1 = x,, + apf-* + /3pf (mod p’+‘) (6) 
for some integers (Y and p with cy f 0 (mod p). In what follows it is proved by induction that 
XA,_,+n =~~+($(-ax;~))(ap~-‘+/?p~) (modpf+‘), n>O. (7) 
The case n = 0 follows from (6). Now assume that (7) holds for some n 2 0. Since 
[xn + ( j!i( -ax_Y2))(&’ tRlf1). (xi-l- (~(-~x~2))x~2(ap’-l+pp’)) 
= 1 (mod pf”), 
a short calculation yields 
x+,+,+1 = axi:,+,, + b 
=a[x;‘-($(-ax;2))x;2(apf-‘+j3p’)i +b 
3x 
n+1+ 
i. 
JliJ -QXi’ 
)I( 
apfP1 + /3p/) (mod p”‘), 
i.e., (7) is satisfied for n + 1. Hence 
%q 1 = X(p- 1)X,_, + ((~-~~‘-1i-~x~2)i(~p~-’ +pp’) 
= X(r- l)h,_, + (1+ (CL- l)yp)(apfwl + /?pf) (mod pf+‘) 
for any positive integer p and some y E B, with y = 0 if p = 2 by Lemma 5. Therefore 
p--l 
X/A,_, =x0 + ELbp’-l + pp’) + 
I 1 
c k yapf (mod p/+l) 
k=l 
follows by induction. Hence 
xA, = x0 + cllpf f x0 (mod pf”) 
sinceA,=phf_,byLemma6andy=Oifp=2. 0 
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The situation in the case f = 2 with X, > 2 or A, = 1 and a = --xi (mod p) is expressed in the 
following lemmas. 
Lemma 8. If xA, f x0 (mod p2) and A, 2 2, then xx, f x0 (mod p3). 
Proof. Since x,,, $ x0 (mod p2) and xx, = x0 (mod p) it follows that 
xh, = x0 + cyp + /3p2 (mod p’) 
for some integers (Y and /3 with (Y f 0 (mod p). As in Lemma 7 
(8) 
-( ~~~(-~x~2))( ~1X~1~<(-~x~2))~2p2 (mod p’), naO, (9) 
i=O 
can be proved by induction. The case n = 0 follows from (8). Assuming (9) holds for some n 2 0 
and observing 
(x~+(~(-~x~2))~P+(~(-~~~2))(~-~2(~~x~l~(-u~~2)))P2) 
x ix;l- (~(-ax_y~))x;%p 
+((~(-~x~2))~~l~2-~+~2( ;<x;l#$-ax;q) 
X( $(-~x;~))x;~P~) = 1 (mod p’), 
a short calculation yields 
X ,x,+n+1= q:n + b
=u(x;‘- ( )jJ-ux_y~))x.‘(ap+/3p~) 
+(( Yii_~2))x;1+ yxf$-ux;2)) 
i=O 
cx’p’ (mod p’), 
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i.e., (9) is satisfied for n + 1. Hence 
= +.-1)X, + (1 + (P - l)YP)bP + BP’) 
-(~~~~01x~1(k~'(-~x~2))(~(-~x~~+j) 
EX (p-1)x, + "P + IQ2 
A, - 1 i-l 
iFo -+,Qo( -““i’) a2 p2 (mod P’) 
) I 
for any positive integer p and some y E Z, by Lemma 5. It follows by an easy induction 
argument that 
xrx,‘xo+~(~P+PP2) 
+(l<k)(ya- i~~01x;‘~(--;2))~2)p2 (mod p’). 
Now observe that A, > 2 implies p > 3. Since A, =ph, by Lemma 6, it follows that. 
x% =xo+ap2fxo (mod p’). q 
Lemma 9. If Al = 1, a = -xi (mod p), x1 f x0 (mod p2) and p 2 5, then xA, f x0 (mod p3). 
Proof. By the hypothesis 
x~=x~=ux;~+~= -x,+b (mod p), 
i.e., b = 2x, (mod p). Hence there exist integers 17, 5, (I, and T with 
a= -xi+~~p+up~ (mod p’) and b=2xo+5p+7p2 (mod p’). 
Now, 
x, = x0 + n( qx,’ + [)p 
xp2 (mod p’), n>O, 
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can be shown by induction. Obviously, (10) is valid for n = 0. Now assume that (10) holds for 
some n 2 0. In view of 
X,+r~(qX,~+~)p+ n(aX,l+~)- (qx,‘++1)* 
(qx,‘+5)*x,’ (x;‘-n(qx,‘+[)x;*p 
+(n*(11x,‘+~)*X,3-n(ox,‘+7)x,* 
= 1 (mod p’), 
it follows that 
X n+l =ax,l+b 
=(-X;+?jp+ap*) x;‘-n(qx,‘+E)x,2p 
i 
+ n*(gx,‘+~)*X,3-n(‘JXol+7)Xo* 
i 
(qx,‘++qx,*- (q~O_~+t)*x,’ 
+ Tjx;lp - n(qx,l + Qqx;*p* + ux,‘p’+ 5p + 7p2 
=xXo+(n+l)(qx;l+Qp 
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i.e., (10) is satisfied for n + 1. Since x1 f x0 (mod p’), it follows from (10) that qx,’ + 5 f 0 
(mod p). Now, A, =pX, =p by Lemma 6, p 2 5 and 
p-1 P--l 
c k= c k2=0 (modp) 
k=l k=l 
together with (10) yield 
xA,-x0+ (~x;~+[)P~+x~ (mod p’). q 
Lemma 10. Assume that p = 3, x1 f x0 (mod 9), a = -xi + 377 (mod 9) and b = 2x, + 35 
(mod 9) for SOme integers 77 and 5. Then xA, f x,, (mod 27) if and only if [x0 + q = 1 (mod 3). 
Proof. Note that a = -xi (mod 3) and b = 2x, (mod 3) imply that A, = 1 and hence A, = 3 by 
Lemma 6. Since Eq. (10) in the proof of Lemma 9 keeps valid for p = 3 it follows that 
~~~=~,,+9(~~;~++18(7)~~~+~)~~(3~ 
=x,, + 9x,(5x, + n)([xO + q + 1) (mod 27). 
Therefore xA, f x,, (mod 27) if and only if (x0 + 1) = 1 (mod 3). q 
Lemma 11. Assume that p = 2, x1 f x0 (mod 4), a = 3 + 277 (mod 4) and b = 2 + 25 (mod 4) for 
some integers q and 5. Then xx, f x0 (mod 8) if and only if 9 = 1 (mod 2) and 5 = 0 (mod 2). 
Proof. Observe that A, = 1 and A, = 2. Since (10) keeps valid for p = 2 it follows that 
xx,‘x,+4(?Jx;‘+r) -4(qx,‘+~)7jx,2-4(qx,‘+5)2x,1 
=x0+4(17+5)q (mod 8). 
Hence xx, f x0 (mod 8) if and only if 77 = 1 (mod 2) and .$ = 0 (mod 2). •I 
3. Characterization of sequences with maximal period length 
The subsequent theorem follows from the lemmas proved in the previous section. 
Theorem 12. Let e 2 2 if A, 2 2, and e 2 3 if A, = 1. Then the period length of the inversive 
generator (3) with modulus p’ is 
A, = Alp’-l 
if and only if 
(1) xA, f x,, (mod p’) and 
01) (i> a= -xi (modp) for&=1 andpa., 
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(4 a= -xi+pq (mod p’) and 
b = 2x, +p( (mod p’) for A, = 1 and p < 3 
with 
(a) 5x0 + 77 = 1 (mod 3) forp = 3, 
(b) q- 1 (mod 2) and 5~0 (mod2) forp=2. 
Corollary 13. Assume that p = 2, e >, 3 and x0 = 1 (mod 2). Then 
A, = 2’-’ 
if and only if 
a=1 (mod4) and b=2 (mod4). 
Corollary 14. Assume that p = 3, e > 2 and x0 f 0 (mod 3). Then 
A, = 2.3’_’ 
if and only if 
a=2 (mod3), b = 0 (mod 3), b+O (mod 9). 
Corollary 15. Assume that p = 5, e > 2 and x0 f 0 (mod 5). Then 
A, = 3. y-1 
if and only if 
a= -b2 (mod 5), af -b2 (mod 25), bf0 (mod 5), x,$b (mod5). 
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